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Scalar ani vectcr evaluation procedres are

described. In the case o scalar evaluation, the

inclusion of a no-sIrill line ni a no-correlation line on

reliablity diaorams is heloful in reoresentinq the skill,

reliability, and resolution qeometricall in two-state

situations. Geometrical interpretations of attributes of

forecasts can also be accof'olLst,ed in three-state

situations based on vector evaluation procedures, A skill

score for subsamnie forecasts is shown to be useful in

identifying systematic errors made by forecasters or

forecast systems. L beta ,,odei is developd to obtain a

forecaster's nredlctive distribtjticn (i.e., the

distribution of use of probability values).

The experimental results Show that the skill of the

subjective forecasts is oeneral%v hioher than the skill cf

objective guidance forecasts for 1easurable precipitation

(i.e., precipitation amounts exceeding a treshold of .C1

inches), but that the ocposite is true for threst-ctos

associated with larger precjojtatjon amounts. This result

is due primarily to the forecaster's tendency to

overforecast for the events associated with higher

precipitation thresholds. The tendency to overforecast is

most pronounced In the niohttlme forecasts and in the

forecasts for Irier stations. The HCS objective guidance

forecasts, on the other hand, are aite reliable for both



periods and all stations. The vector evaluation approaci,

indicates that the degree of overforecasting is cuiti t'ih
for bimodal forecasts and that the sIili ccntrlbutior from

b1!odai forecasts is neiative In many cases.
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Evaluation of a Probabilistic

Quantitative Precipitation Forecasting Experiment

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Forecasts of the occurrence of measurable

precloltation (Q.O1 inches) are made on an operational

bests by National Weather Service (NWS) forecasters, and

they are routinely disseminated to the general public and

specific users (e.g., see Hughes, iBeO). As an aid In

preparing these subjective forecasts, the forecasters

receive objective guidance forecasts of precipitation

occurrence based on the model output statistics (MOS)

system (Glahn and Lowry, 1972 Lowry and Glahn, 1976).

Both the objective tICS forecasts and the subjective

forecasts formulated by NWS forecasters are expressed in

probabilistic terms, It has been deonstrated repeatedly

that a probabilistic mode of expression slarificantly

enhances the value and usefulness of weather forecasts
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(e.g., see Thompson, 1q62: Murohy, j77).

Knowledge of the likelihood of occurrence of various

amounts of precipitation j also very important, sInce

excessive precipitation amounts over relatively short time

periods can have adverse effects on ptblIc safety and

economic efficiency. Forecasts of precipitatlor amounts

are qenerally referred to as quantitative precipitation

forecasts (QPFs for convenience, we will also use tt'e

acronym QPF to represent quantitatjee precipitation

forecasting"). Unfortunately, acctrate prediction of

orecipitation amounts is difficult and remains largely an

unsolved meteorological problem (Committee on Atmospheric

Sciences, 1983). For this and other reasons, weather

forecasts currently formulated by NWS forecasters and

disseminated to the public generally do not contain

cuantitative information concerning preclpl.tatior amounts.

Moreover, when information related to precipitation

amcunts Is Included in such forecasts, it is usually

expressed qualitatively in a relatively imprecise manner.

In view of the need for quantitative information

concerning orecipitaticn amounts, an experiment was

undertaken to Investigate the ability of NWS forecasters

to formulate probabilistic QPFs. The details of this

experiment and the current procedures concerning QPFs are
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presented in Chapter 2. Cheoter 3 introcuces the ranked

probability score (RP), the scorirg rule tsed to evaluate

the QPFs in this experiment, and describes some relevant

attributes of probability forecasts and their measures.

Chapter L. discusses spme theoretical properties of the RFS

in the two-state situation. Chapter 5 describes the

evaluation methods used in this stijdy. The experimental

results are presented in Chapter 6, and a brief conclusion

is contained in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

Quanti t ative Precipi tat ion Forecasts

In this chaoter, Section 2.1 briefly describes

current NWS procedures and practices with regard to

uantitattve orecloitatlen forecasting. The probabilistic

ouantitative orecloitatton forecasting exverifl!ent Is

discussed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 introduces sowe

basic notation and definitions that will be used

extensively In later chapters.

2.1 Current Procedures and Practices

Routine sub)ective forecasting of precioitaticn

anounts in the NWS began In 1961. with the estabi ishment cf

a soeclalized grouc of meteorologists at the Naticnat
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Meteorological Center (NMC). This group (the socalled

QPF Branch of NMC) prepares QPFs for the United States p

to two days in advance. The QPFs delineate areas where

precipitation amount's are expected to ecual or exceed

certain threshold values (namely, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, and

2.00 inches). These QPF's are categorical forecasts (i.e.,

the uncertainty Inherent in the forecast's Is net

specified). To the authors knowledge, subjective

probabilistic QPFs have not been prepared on a regular

basis anywhere in the U.S.

The MOS QPFs became available in jcis. They are

prepared primarily 's guidance to the OPF Branch of NMC.

There are currently two !OS probability of orecioitaticn

amount (POPA) systems in operation. The first uses

predictors from the l4NC's limited area fine mesh (LFM)

model, whereas the second uses predictors from NMC's

primitive equation (PE) model and the NWS TechniQues

Development Laboratorys trajectory model. Forecasts for

four thresholds (0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 22.00 Inches) are

made for periods up to 60 hours in advance. A method cf

transforming probability forecasts into categorical

forecasts has been used to make comparisons between the

subjective categorical QPFs and the 1105 QPFs (Bermowitz

and Zurndorfer, 197).



2.2 The Probabilistic 1PF Experiment

Since only categorical subjective QPFs we available

and a need exists for quantitative intonation concerning

the uncertainty inherent in sublective forecasts of

precipitation amount, an exoeriment was undertaken to

investigate the abjitty of NWS forecasters to formulate

OPFs in terms of probabilities. The experiment involved

the formulation of probabilistic OPFs by forecasters at

the San Antonio Weather Service Forecast Office.

Specifically, these forecasts expressed the likelihoed

that certain threshold amounts of preclpltaticr would be

equaled or exceeded in 12-hour periods at four locatiors

In Texas; namely, Austin (AUS), Brownsville (BRO), Houston

(IAH), and San Antonio (SAT). The threshold amount values

used In thIs experiment were 0.25 inchs, 0.50 inches,

1.00 inches, and 2.00 inches. The permissible probability

values (In 7.) included 0, 1, 2,..., 99, 100. The

experimental forecasts were made each day at approximately

0300 L.ST and 1500 1ST for 12-hour periods from 0600-i800

1ST (1200-2L,00 GIlT) and 1800-0600 1ST (0000-1200 GIlT),

respectivety. We shall refer to the forecasts for the

1200-2k00 GIlT period as the daytime forecasts and to the

forecasts for the 0000-1200 GM! period as the nlghtt1e

t or ecaS ts.
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The forecasters who orepared the QPFs also made PoP

(orobabillty of measurable orecipitation) forecasts for

the same 12-hour periods at each location, As indIcated

previously, the MOS system produces both PoP forecasts and

probabilistic QPFs, and these forecasts are prepared for

the same threshold values, time periods, and locations as

the subjective forecasts. For convenience, we will

sometimes refer to these objective and sub jectLe QPFs as

the MOS and SUB forecasts, respectively.

The experiment was Initiated in February 19j, after

a short zeriod of familiarization and practice

forecasting. In this study, we report results based on

the first 12 months of the experimental program (February

1981 through January 1982). Durtnç this period a total of

622 subjective QPFs were made for each location, inciudlrg

339 daytime forecasts and 283 nighttIme forecasts.

Observations of precipitation amounts in the corresponding

12-hour periods at these locations were used to i,erify the

objectIve and subjective forecasts.

Long-term monthly cilmatological prcbabiltties for

the 23-year period from 1960-1979 have been calculated for

all five threshold values of precicitatlon amount for day

and night periods at each location, These probabilities

are taken to represent climatotogical forecasts and are
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used to provide a standard of reference in computing the

skill of the MOS and SU8 forecasts. For convenience, we

will call these forecasts the CLI forecasts.

2.3 Some Notation and Definitions

2..1 Forecasts/Observations and Cumulative

Forecasts/Observations

The range of precipitation amount has been divided

into a set of 6 mutually exclusive and collectively

exhaustive states or events te1, e2,... e6), where

e1 represents the state of precipitation amount greater

than 2.00 inches in a 12-hour period, e2 represents the

state of precipitation arnount between .1.00 and 2.00 inches

in a 12-hour period,..., and e6 represents the state of no

precipitation or trace in a 12-hour period. The set cf

probabilities assigned to the 6 states on each occasion

constitutes one forecast, and we denote thIs forecast by a

row vector (r, ,r2,....,r6) (r O, r=i; n=j,...,6),

where r Is the probability assigned to state e on the

occasion of concern. Similarly, we denote the relevant

observation by a row vector (d1,d2,...,d6), where d1

if state e occurs and d=fl for nI.
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In the )PF exoeriment, however, the forecasts are

made cumulatively. We use the capital letter to denote

the row vector of cumulative probability forecasts, in

which the nth component Is R = Zr. (nj,...,E). Since

there are 5 threshold's (6 states) involved, each

cumulative forecast is In the form (R,,R2,R3,R4,R,1),

where R Is the forecast probability of precipitation

amounts greater than some threshold value x inches in a

12-hour period (in which x12.130, xi.00, x30.50,

x40.25, and x0.01). The row vector , whose comoonent

is defined as Zd; (n1,..,6), represents the

cumulative observation corresoonding to the currulatie

forecast . For example, the cumulatiae forecast =

(107., 207., 30%, L.07., 50%, 1007.) corresponds to the

noncumulative forecast = (10%, 10%, 107., 10%, j07., 507.).

An observation of orecipitation aincunt of 0.kO inches In a

12-hour period Is represented by fl(0,0,0,i.,1,j), or by

(0,0 ,0 ,i,C,0).

2..2 Subsamoles (Subsets) of Cumulative

For ec as ts/ Observa tions

In evaluatIng the resuitsof the probabilistic QFF

experiment, each component In the (cumulative) forecast

has been rounded to the nearest ten percent. Thus, only

Ii distinct values (0, 10%,..., 100%) have been used as



probability values for the components in the (cumulative)

forecast .a.

In later discussions, the phrase "scalar evaluation

procethire will mean that a particular component of the

cumulative forecast (e.g., R3) has been treated as an

incividual forecast. We can ther Identify ii distinct

subsamples (or subsets) of the entire sample of

forecasts, and a) I the forecasts in a particular subsamole

will possess the same robabLl1ty value.

For vector evaluation procedures, two (or more)

components of the cumulative forecast (e.g., R4 and

in .E = (R4,R,t); see Section 6.2) together are treated as

an individual forecast. In these cases, we car' identify

at most W distinct forecasts for subsamples) , where

(Murphy i972a), in which ()=x!/(y!(x..y)!) for x>y,

for x=j. and yü, otherwise, and m Is t)e

(total) number øf components involved. When m3, W66.
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CHAPTER 3

The RPS and Some Attritutes of Probability Forecasts

In this chapter, Section 3.1 contains a definition cY

the ranked probability score (RPS) (Epstein, i99).
Section 3.2 describes some attributes of probability

forecasts and demonstrates that the RPS and Its partiltors
provide measures of all of these attributes.

3.1 The Definition of the RPS

The RPS for a collection of K vector forecasts =

(R, ,..... 1) and the K relevant vector observatiors

= (D, , D ,..., 1) (k1,...,K) is defined as

RPS = (3.1)

(In which a prime denotes a column vector) or
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Ks
= (t/K)I (R4.Oh4 ). (3.2)

4'i ii

In the two-state situation, the RPS can be expressed

sLilv as
z

RPS (1/10 (R O,,a ), (34)
4z1

since R2O1 for all k. The magnitude of the RPS in

such situations Is Just one hal f of the Brier score

(Brier, 1950).

We shall use the RPS as the basic scoring rule

throughout this study for the folfewing reasonst (1) the

RPS is particularly well suited for the evaluation of

forecasts of ordinal variables (such as orecipitaticn

amount), (2) the RPS is a measure of accuracy for

forecasts of such varIables, (3) the RPS is strictly

proper (Murphy, 1970), and (L4) its partitions provide

measures of several attributes of probability forecasts.
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3.2 Attributes and ?easures of Attributes

3.2.1 DefInitions of Attributes

Inferential attributes of probabilistic forecasts are

concerned with the correspondence between forecasts and

observations, either Individually or collectively (l1urph,

1977). we shalL be mainly concerned with four such

attributes in this study: (1) accuracy, (2) reliability,

(3) resolutIon, and (Li) skill.

Accuracy is generally defined as the average degree

of corresoondence between Individual forecasts and the

relevant observations over a set of forecasts.

Reliability refers in general to the correspondence

between average forecasts and average observations (or

observed relative frequencies), Resolut ion is concerned

with a forecaster's ability to divide the set of K

forecasts Into subsets (i) for which the averaçe

observations approach, as closely as possible, vectors

which represent the occurrence of one of the events (In

other words, vectors with Components that ae values of

either zero or one) or (2) for which the average

observations corresponding to the subsets titter, as much
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as possible, from the average observation for the entire

set of forecasts. In this study, we will tse the second

definition of this attribute. Skill refers to tle averaçe

accuracy of the forecasts relative to the average accuracy

of forecasts produced by some reference procedure such as

c I imat 01 ogy.

3.2.2 Partitions of the RPS: Measures of Reliability and

Resol ut ion

3.2.2.1 Two-Term Partition of the RPS

Murohy (19?Zb) has shown that the RPS can be

partitioned as follows

RPS(g,a) +

(31)

where is a row vector whose N components are all ecuat

to one (i.e., 1=(1,...,1)) and I is the nuwber of distinct

vector forecasts. Also, we define

Q (1/K) I

where Kt is the sample size for the t-th stbsawple and

is the kth of the Kt observation vectors in this

subsample.
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Note that both terms on tte right-t'and side of

Eq. 3i are nonnegative. The first term Is the sum C? the

squares of the differences between the average forecast

() and the average observation () for all I

subsamples. This Quantity is clearly a reasonable measure

of the attribute reljabtjty defined in Section 3.2.1. We

shall call this ten,, the reliability term. The

reuabillty of the tth subsamole refers to the magnitude

of contribution of any one forecast in that subsample to

the overall ret Lability term. Thus, tfit' is
the reliability of the t-th subsample.

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.k is

a measure of the attribute resoltticn according to its

first definition in Section 3.2.1. However, the second

definition of resoluticn is more useful than this first
definition, and the former relates to the resolution term

in a three-term partition of the RPS.

3.2.2.2 Three-Term Partition of the RPS

The three-term partition of tte RPS can be expressed

as fol lowsi

RPS(,Q) = +
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U
II

- (1/K)Kt (e)t".i' f35)

(Murphy, 1973). The first term on the right-hand side Is

a measure of the uncertainty Inherent in the events on the

K occasions of concern, The larger this term, the greater

is the RPS. But larcer values of this term do not

necessarily mean that the skill of the forecaster Is

worse. The uncertainty term depends neither on t

(forecast probability) nor on Q, but only on the overall

relative frequencies of the events (Q). This term Is the

variance of the observation vectors (Q) Ir the sample.

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.5 is

the reliability term as in the two-term partition. The

third term is a measure of resolution according to the

second definition in Section 3.2.1. Slrce this term Is

always negative, we shall use the absolute value of this

term to denote resolution. The resolution of the t-th

subsamole Is defined as (-)(-)'. For convenience,

we will denote the overall ret Lability as RE and the

overall resolution as RS.
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3.2.3 Measures of Skill

3.2.3.1 Overall Skill

Measures of skit! involve a comparison between the

forecasts and some reference procedu-e (see $ecticn

3.2.1). Here, besIdes using long-term cllwatology as the

reference procedure, we will also use the so-called samole

climatology as described in the previous chapter. Let

RPS denote the RPS for forecasts based on long-term

climatological probabilities. The skill with respect to

long-term climatology can then be defined as

5CL. =(RPS"RPS)/RPS'. (3.6)

Let RPSC denote the RPS for forecasts based on sample

climatological probabilities. Then, substituting

into Eq. 3.5, we have

RPSC Q(i11il)', (3.7)

which is the uncertainty term in the threeterm oartlticn

of the RPS. Thus, the skill with respect to samole

climatology is defined as

s = (RPS_RRS)/RPSC

= (RS-RE)/((!F")), (3.8)

which is the difference between tPe overall reliability
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and reso'ution divided by the uncertainty (or variance of

the observations) .

3.2.3.2 5kjl$ for Specific Subsample Forecasts

For the constant forecast associated with a specific

subsample, only the skill with respect to sample

clImatology is calculated in this study. Let RPSt denote

the RPS for the t.th subsample and lt RPS denote the RPS

for the sample cljmatoloical forecast for that subset,

Using Eq. 3,1, we have

RPSt = RPS(Rt,t)

= + (3.9)

and
C. --

RPS.t RPS(,t)
= + Qt11t''. (3.10)

The skill ss for the tth subsaiflole Is then
= (RPS-RPS)/RPS

- (fl ) (-)' - (E 'L) (Rt - )

(ThL)(e-fl)' + fl(iL-t)' .

We can see that ss is proporticnal to the cifference

between the resolution and reliability for the t-th

subsample. But this proportionality is not linear,

because the denominator In Eq. 3.11 also depends on

which relates to the manner in which the forecaster sorts

the K occasions into I subsamoles.



Another measure of skill also has been fcund to be

very useful. This measure is defined as fcllows

St = (RPS'RPSt)/RPS

-
flf-) . (3.12)

The skill score s Is linearly proportlorat to the

difference between resolution and reliability for the t-th

subsample. It has the oroperty tlat the weighted average

of s, is the overall skIll (s) w1tt respect to the sample

climatology (of. Ec. 3. and Eq. 3.12). Thus,

-r

s (ii'K)Z K s (3.13)
tzI t

Therefore, by using Ec. 3.13, we can determine which

subsamoles make the largest contributions to the overall

skill. The percentage contribut ton of each subsample to

the overall skill will be calculated for all cases

by using

sot Ktst/(Xlsl). (3.14)

Note that the absolute value of s has been used in the

denominator f q. 3.14. Thus, for positive overall skill

the percentage contribution from all subsamples sums up to
1

IOOX, whereas so = -108% for negative overall skill.
t

Therefore, positive values of sot, s5' and S wilt always

mean positive skill for the t-th subsamole.
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As oointed out by Brier (j50), the most ueV*l

forecasts are those which Vail Into the extreme classes of

orobability values. The skill score Is a measure of

this "usefulness". For example, one forecast in the first

subsample having a value of s of 7QY contributes as much

to the overall skill as 70 forecasts In the second

subsample having a value of s2 of i%. Thus, the forecasts

in the first subsample can be thought of as 73 times more

"useful" than the forecasts in the second subsamDie. As

will be shown later in Chaoter 5, s always tends to have

large absolute values in the subsamples br which the Re's

contain some extreme orobabjilty values (i.e.,
probabilities close to zero or one). From the above

discussion, It is apparent that s is a much more usefttl

measure of skill than ss. We shall base our discussicn

of skill in Chapter 6 mainly on s rather than on



CHAPTER L4

Some Theoretical Properties of the RPS in the Two-State

Situation

In this chapter we shall investigate the properties

of the RPS in the two-state situation froi a differert

point of view. In addition, a beta iodel is developed to

obtain a forecasters predictive distribution in an

Idealized situation by using these theoretical properties

of the RPS.

Section L.j demonstrates that the RPS can be

considered to represent (approximately) the variance of

accuracy. Section 4.2 describes some of the properties ef

the RPS by examining several special forecasts. Secticn

4.3 treats accuracy as a random variable and describes its

distribution function. Section 42 presents a beta model
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for a forecaster's predictive distribution, and Section

L,,5 gives an example o an apolication of this mcdel.

4.1 The RPS as the Variance of Accuracy

In the two-state situation the forecast is CR1 ,1),

which can be treated as a scalar R=R1 The vector

reoresenting the observed state ,j) can be also

reduced to DO In the same manner. Now, P represents tPe

probability assigned by the forecaster to the event "raln

and 0 = 1 (3) represents the occurrence (non-occurrence)

of this event.

We can think of P and 0 as two random variables.

Then, the random variable P-C is a natural measure of the

attribute accuracy defined in Chapter 3. To describe the

distribution or behavior of any random variable, we are

usually Interested In examning at least two parameters;

namely, the mean and the variance of the variable. In

this case, we can estimate these two statistics of the

distribution of R-0 by collecting l( forecasts and

calculating sample estimates of the Tean and the variance.
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An estimate of the mean of R-D, denoted by

can be calculated bY using

E(R'-O) (1/K).(ROj). (4.1)
1.sg

The variance of RO, Var(-O), can be written as

Var(R-O) = E((R_o)2)_(E:(R_O)). (4.2)

Thus, an estimate of Var(R-O) can be written as
AVar(R-D) = E((R'Q) )(E(R"C)) , (4.3)

where
z

E((R-O)) (1/K)X(R,-DA). (4.4)
*1

Note that the right-hand side of Eq. 4.4 Is Just the RPS

as defined In q. 3.3. Ey using tt'e fact that

E. 4.3 now becomes

Var(R-D) = RPS-(R-O) ,

or

RPS Var(R-D)+(R-O). (4.5)

For reasonably large sample sizes (large K), R-O

generally is very close to zero, unless some systematic

errors (over- or under-forecasting) exist. Besides, tl'e

forecaster can inflate or deflate Ms(her) probabilities

to make the forecasts reliable in-the-lance after

acquirIng some experience in making this particular kind

of forecast. Thus, Eq. 4.5 can be approxiTated as

RPS Vr(R'-O). (4.6)



Considering R and 0 as Individual randorn variables

again, we have

VarfRO) Var R 2*Cov(R,C) + Var 0, (li.7)

where Cov(R,0) denofes the covarlance of R and 0. In the

next section, we will discuss Var(RO) for several special

kinds of forecasts which have the property that E(R) =

E(D) (In terms of the parameter estimates, It can be

rewritten as R=5) . For these "unbiased" forecasts the RPS

can be used as an estimate of Var(R"O) as indicated In

Eq. 14.6.

Var(R-D) for Several Soeclal Xinds of Forecasts

4.2.1 Forecasts and Observations Uncorrelated

For two-event situations, the reliability diagram Is

a very useful method of investigating one aspect of tPe

forecaster's ability (P4urphy and Winkler, 1977). It
contains a plot of the relative frequency of occurrence of

one of the events against the forecast probability of that

event for specific probability values.
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The horizontal line joining coints A and B on the

reliability diagram in Fig. reoresents forecasts that

are uncorrelated with the observed states. To see this

result, note thai the probability of occurrence al tie

event for a certain subsample (PrQ=i.lR=Re} ) does not

depend on the choice of Rt for ooints on this line. That

is, PrO=jlR!R PrO=i} = E(Q) for alt t=j.a.Ts For

a very large collection of forecasts, the expressicn

PrfC1lRRt\ E(0) can be rewritten as D = 5 1 or all
subsamoles (t1,...T).. Var(R-O) for this kind of forecast

is obtained by setting Cov(R,O)0 in Eq. ..7. Thus,

Var(R-D) Var R + Var 0. (4.8)

The skill of such forecasts jS negative (to be discussed

in the next chapter). In this case, the more the

forecaster spreads out the forecast probabilities towards

the "extreme" values of zero and one, the larger silt be

Var(R) and, therefore, the larger will be Var IR-Ol (i.e.,

the worse will be the forecasts).
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Fig. 4.1. The reliabllljly diagram.

4.2.2 Sample Climatological Forecasts and the Definitior

of s

For the fixed forecast of R = E(C), we have Cov(R,D)

= Var R = 0, whict is a special case of tte type of

forecasts discussed In Section 3.3.1 above. E. 4.8 then

reduces to

Var(R-O) = Var 0. (4.9)

The point 0 in Fig. 4.1 represents this parttcuar set of
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forecasts. It is convenient to regard this set of samole

climatological forecasts as reference forecasts and to use

it as a standard of comoarison for other forecasts. Let

RPSC denote the RPS for the sample cltmatological

forecasts. Because the PS is negatively oriented (i.e.,

the larger the RPS, the worse the forecasts), the skill

for all forecasts can be defined quite natLrally as

s (RP$-RPS)/RPS

(Murphy, i977). it is now also possible to express the

skill in terms of the parameters instead of the parameter

estimates. Thus, the skill can be redefIned as

s = (Var C Var(R-C))/Var 0. ('..tO)

The sign of s is determined by the numerator of Eq. 4.1.0,

which can be expressed as follows by using Ea. 1,71

Var C - Var(R0) = 24Cov(R,0) Var R. ('i.11)

In order to have oositive skill, Cov(R,0) must be greater

than (j/2)Var(R) Furthermore, the greater the

correlation between R and 0, the higher the skill score
*S.
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k.2.3 Perfectly Reliable Forecasts

The set of perfectly reliable forecasts satisfies the

following conditions

PrfD1lRPt} = Rt, for t1,...,T.

For a very large collection of forecasts, the above

condition can be written as

= R., for t1,...,T.

Thus, this set of forecasts can be represented by the 45°

diagonal line in Fig. £,

In practice, experienced forecasters should be able

to formulate reliable probability forecasts in situatiors

Involving formal or informal feedback concerning their

performance and very large samples of forecasts. In this

regard, subjective PoP forecasts have been routinely

formulated and disseminated to the general public by NIS

forecasters for many years. Fig. E.i shows that the sol Id

curve reoresentinq the reliablity of a set of these

forecasts is indeed oulte close to the 45° line.

Cov(R,D) In the case of perfectly reliable forecasts

is

Cov(R,O) Var R (4.13)

(see Appendix for the derivation). Substituting Var R

for Cov(R,D) In Eq. 4.7, we have
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Var(R-O) = Var C - Var R. (Lj4)

Here, a larger variance of R implies a better score

(recall that the RPS is an estimator of Var(R0l), as

opposed to the case of Cov(R,D)O (cf. Eq. 4.8).

Expressing Var(R-0) In terms of s by using Eq. £4.10,

Eq. £4,jL becomes

\lar R = s*Var 0 (k.15)

for perfectly reliable forecasts. From this equation, we

can see more clearly that skill s is proortjoral to the

degree of the dispersion of forecast probabil ities under

the assumption of perfect reliability.

£+.2.k Perfect Forecasts

Perfect forecasts are forecasts that make = 04 for

all k (k1,...,K). It is a Special case of perfectly

reliable forecasts. SInce R and 0 become the same

variable, Eq. L,j3 becomes

Cov(R,D) = Var P VarO.

Thus,

Var(RD) = Var R 2Cov(R,0) + Var 0 = 0

Cov(R,0) compensates for the variance of R and tte

variance of 0 completely in this case.
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13 The Probability Oistributlon of R0

Because the observation 0 takes on only two values (0

and i), the shace of the distribution function of R'.O

decends largely on the distribution of R. The value of U

determines the sign of the variable RD, since the value

of R is always between 0 and 1.. Thus, we can think of the

distribution of RD as a combinatior of two branches;

namely, a positive branch and a negative branch. The

positive branch is the distribution of the variable R0

when 0=0, and this branch can be denoted as the

distribution of the random variable Rt0=0. The negative

branch is the distribution of the random variable R-1lD=i.

The means and the variances of these two distributiors

will be calculated in the following subsections.

i,3,j. The Pleans of R100 and R-ilO=i

The means of R1D0 and R-1TD=1, under the assumpticn

of unbiasedness (i.e., E(R) = E(D)), can be expressed as

tot lows2

E(Rl0=0) = (Var 0 Cov(R,0))/(i-E(C)) (4.17)

E(Rt101) : - (Var 0 Cov(R,0))/E(0) (4.18)

(see Appendices 4.3 and 4,4 for the derivations). For the
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case of Cov(R,D) = 0 (for example, the samole

climatological forecasts),

E(R100) Var 0 /t1"E(0)) = E(C)

and

E(Ri101) = - Var 0 / E(D) =

(to obtain these two eauatjons, we have used the equation

VartD) = E(D)(1-E(D)), which was proved in Apoencix i.2).

These quantities are shown by the poInts 0 and O in

Fig. 4.2.

9'
) 90

- I - (I - E(p)) 0

R-0

Fig. 4.2. The domain of R-0.

As the correlation between R and 0 increases troa 0

to 1, the two points 0 and 01 aporoach the point 0, which

has a value of zero, as implied by Eqs. 4.1.7 and 4.18.

This fact Is shown bY the two arrows in Fig. 4.2.

For perfectly reliable forecasts, Cov(R,D) = Var R

s*Var 0, eqs. 4.17 and 4.1.8 reduce to

E(Rl00) = (1-s)E(0) (klg)

E(R-tl0=1) = .(1_s*)(1_E(0)). (4.2C)

That Is, the distances of the oolnts 0 and C In Fig. 4.2

from the point 0 are linearly proportina) to s, the
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measure of s}tll.

1j.3.2 The Variances of R100 and R1lOt

The general expressions for the variances of R30=O

and R101 are very complicated. As a result, we sha)l

consider these variances only in the special case of

perfectly reliable forecasts. With some manipulation (see

Appendix £.5) jt is possible to show that the variances

of R00 and R.i.lO1 In this case satisfy the tot lowing

relationshipt
= (tE(U))Var(RlO=C) +
ECU) Var(R-1101)

Solving this equation for S = C and s = 1, we Pave

Var(R100)Var(R-i10i)0 for bot) cases (since the

variance Is always positive). Fig. 4. Shows tIe

distribution function of RD for these two cases.

The right branch of R-O for C In Fig. 4.3

reoresents the djstrjbutiin function of R100. The left

branch for s = C is the distribution function for

R1tD1. In the case of perfect forecasts (* = 1), the

distribution of RO is combined into a sinçle spike in the

center (R-00).
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- I - (I E(D)) 0
p-a

Fig. t3 The distributions of R-O for O and ?=i.
(assuming perfectly ret table forecasts)

If the type of distribution functior of the forecast

probability (R) is specified, Var(RIDO) and Var(RilOs1)

can be calculated. Thus, we cart conclude that tt'e RPS (an

estimator of Var(R-D)) Is especially useful in that it can

be used to approximate the distribution of R-D provided

that the forecasts are perfectly reliable (which Is not an

unreasonable assumption in many cases) and that the form

of the distribution function of R is specified. Te
followtnq section describes how beta distributions can be

used to approximate the distribution of R and how the

distribution of R-O can also be approximated by using this

beta model.
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4.4 4 Beta Model for R-D

The beta(a,b) distrIbution function takes tP'e for*

1(x) = (1/8(a,b))x' (i-x)' , (4.21)

where O<x<1, a>O, b>0, and B(a,b) y'' (i-y)dy. There

are two advantages of using the beta distribution to

approximate the distribution of the forecast probability

(R). First, the domain of the beta distribution Is

limited to the interval (0,1), whIch Is exactly the same

interval as the domain of R. The second advantage is that

this distribution allows two modes when t)'e variance Is

large and only one mode when the variance is small. This

property is desirable since a double maxima of t'e density

function of R occurs for skill close to one (perfect

forecasts) and a sIngle maximum occurs for s* small.

For oerfectly

approximated by

E(0)(1s)/s* and b

for the derivation

then also has a beta

and R101 has a beta

reliable forecasts, R can be

a beta distribution In which a =

= (1_E(0))(i_s)/s* (see Appendix '+.6

of the parameter estimates). R100

distribution with parameters (a,b+j,)

distribution with parameters (a+j, b)

(see Appendices 4.7 and 4.8).
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The figures in Appendix 4.9 Show the distributions of

R, RlD=O, and RjlD=j for different values of s when EU)

0.3 (recall that s is determined by Var(R-D)). It is

interesting to note that the means of R100 and R1lD1

approach zero linearly as s becomes larger. Also, as

varies from 0 to 1., the shape of R chances from one

maximum to two maxima, whereas the shaoe of RO varies

from two maxima to one maximum. The fc$ towing secticn

gives an example of the aopticatlor of this idealIZed

model.

4.5 An Example

Both the MOS and SUB forecasts for measurable

rainfall (. 0.01 inches) in this experiment are fairly

close to perfectly reliable forecasts (see Fig. 6.1). The

average frequency of rain (0) is 0.t51+. The skIll scores

(s) for the MOS and SUB forecasts are 27% and 32%,

respectively (obtained by calculating the RPS).

The dashed lines In Fig. #.l+ and Fig. 4.5 show the

beta distributions of R given the mean and the variance

s*Var(D) for the MOS and SUB forecasts. The solid lines

on these figures show the empirical distributions obtained
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by plotting Kt against Rt. It can be seen that for siaH

values of Rt, the beta distribution (based on an

assumption of perfectly reliable forecasts) does not fit

the empirical observations very well. But, significant
characteristics of the distribution of R-D can still be

modeled quite well by using the beta distributions as

shown in Fig. £4.6 and Fig. £4.7. The solid line in

Fig. £..6 is the observed empirical distribution of R'O.

It represents the number of cases for the observation of

certain values of RO (for PIOS). The right branch of tie

dashed line in Fig. k.6 represents the beta(a,b+1)

distribution, where a and b are the parameters used in the

beta distribution of R. The left branch of the dashed

line is the beta(a+1,b) distributior. Fig. +.7 Shows the

same qraphs for the SUB forecasts. Recalling that only

the skit) s (or the Var(R-O)) and D are used to calculate

these beta distributions, we can see that this model is a

convenient way to approximate the forecaster's predictive

distribution (i.e., frequency distribution of use of

probability values).
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CHAPTER 5

Methods of Evaluation

The problem of evaluating forecasts In a scientific

and generally acceptable manner has proven to be almost as

difficult as the problem of forecasting the weather itself

(Murphy jg77) Even for the two-state situation,

evaluation methods freauently may not lead to definite

conclusions concerning a forecaster's (or forecast

system's) ability. In the experiment of concern here, the

prcblem is more complicated because each forecast is

expressed in the form of a five-comoonent vector (the

final 1" In (see Section 2.2.2.1) is not cotnted as a

component). Each comoonent is a probabilistic forecast

for one of the five (cumulative) states. Even if we have

some reasonable procedures to evaluate forecasts In this

five-state situation, the results may be difficult to
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interpret. For this reason, scalar evaluation and

simplified three-state vector evaluation methods were used

here. Scalar methods refer to the evaluatlor of each ore

of the 5 components in the cumulative forecast

separately (i.e., each component Is treated as a forecast

in a two-state situation). This scalar approac) has also

been used to evaluate the forecasts as noncurniative

probabUlistic forecasts () as sell. Vector methods

refer to the evaluation of three-state forecasts by

selecting two components of and treating these to

components (together with a 1" for the last cumulative

state) as a single forecast.

As stated In Chacter 3, the RPS is our basic

evaluation measure. In this chapter, Sections 5,1 and 5.2

describe scalar and vector evaluation methods,

respectively.

5.1 Scala,' Methods

Each forecast is in the form R(R1,R2,R3,R4,R,1) In

this exoeriment, where R is the forecast of rainfall

amount greater than some threshold value x inches In a

12-hour period (x,2.00, x1.GC, x3=O.50, x4=Q.25,
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xO.O1 see Section 2.3.1). Scalar methods treat

as in a twa-state situation (n1,...,5). The

following subsections describe geometric interpretatlors

of the attributes of forecasts on the reliability diagram

and a significance test of reliability for each subSaiple.

5.1.1. Geometrical Interpretation of the Attributes of

Probability Forecasts on a Reliablity Diagram

Let REt and RSt denote the reliability and the

resolution, respectively, for the t-th subsample. Then,

REt = (a-b) (t-:t)' (5.1)

and

(5.2)

(see Section 3.2.2). In the ret lability diagram for the

two-state situation in Fig. 5.1, the point O is plotted

against the corresponding forecast probability Rt for the

tth subsample. The vertical distence between the point

(Rt) on the '.50 perfect reliability line and the point

is the square root of the reliability in Eq. 5.1. The

vertical distance between the point (0) on the horizontal

no correlation line and the point is the square root of

the resolution in Ec. 5.2. The sign of the skill score

Is determined by the relative magnituees of these

distances (see Eq. 3.12). In the example in Fig. 5.1, RS



Is larger than REt.

subsample is positive.
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Thus, the skill t1 for this

perfectly reliable forecasts
Var(R)fVar(0), Cov(R,D)=

Forecast orobabi 1 ity

lIt forecasts
Var (R)2

I

tion forecasts
Var(0),

CovtR,C)=O

Fig. 5.1.. Reliability diagras and the geometrical
representation of resolution, reliability, and skill in
the twostate situation.

The dashed line in Fig. 5.j Joins the points Dt for

which the two distances - the square roots of the

reliability and the resolution - are ecual In magnitude

for all subsamoles. It can be referred to as the noskill

line, since any that falls on this line wilt lead to a

zero value of s for that subsample. It is a useful
reference line to Judge the sign of s. It separates the
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reliability diagram in the vertical direction into two

regions, one reoresenfs positive skill and the other

represents negative skill. Any i5 points that lie on the

same side of this dashed line as the 45° line have

positive skill. Any p points that lie on the same side

of this dashed line as the horizontal no-ccrrelation lire

ha,e negative skill.

The sign of the overall skill score (s) also can be

roughly judged by comparing the average retatie

frequencies with this dashed no-skill line. A set

of forecasts that falls exactly on this tine will have

zero skill, since each subsamøle of the sample will have

no skill. The covariance between R and C for this set of

forecasts is Var(R)/2 from Eq. (jj (under the assumpticn

of unbiasedness in-the-large). We can see from Fig. 5.i

that as the orientation of the reliability curve rotates

from the horizontal line to the 450 perfect reliability

line with point 0 (i.e., the overall relative frequency 0)

fixed, the correlation between R and 0 ircreases and the

skill varies from negative to positive valces. This type

of comparison is useful in evaluating the results of tie

QPF exoeriment, because the probabilities for some events

(such as heavy rainfall) tend to be overforecast to the

degree that the overall skill becomes negative. Those

forecasts are highly unreliable and the crientatjon of the
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corresponding curves n the reliabiUty diagram are far

from the Le5° perfect reliabiUty line.

5.i.2 Test of RellablUty

Oue to sampling variability, the average frequency In

the subset Dt can still deviate from tie 5° line even

though the forecast in the subset (Rt) is reliable. This

situation can arise more frequently when the sample size

(Kt) is small. Therefore, a statistical test of

significance concerning reliability, taking into account

the effect the sample size, will be performed on the

experimental results.

In reality, such a test is concerned with whether to

accept or reject the null hypothesis (H0) that the subset

forecast is reliable; that is,

I Pr.[D1)RRt} Rt

The socalle1 observed level of significance in this

situation is the probability that we reject the hypothesis

H0 when we should have accepted it. Thus, the smaller the

observed level of siqnlficance the stroncer the evidence

In support of the conclusion that the forecast Is

unreliable. An observed level of sIgnificance of less
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than 5V. Is considered small enough for confidence In

rejecting the null hyoothesjs (or in identifying a

subsample of forecasts as unreliable). On the other hand,

a large value of the observed level of significance coes

not guarantee that the forecast Is unreliable. The

observed level of significance is Calculated for each

subsample by using the method described below.

Let z equal , and let Z denote the random

variable that has the outcome of z. Then

H0 1 PrQ1lRR*} = R

and

H, I PrO1lRRt} R..

Thus, the observed level of sigriif Lance (E) is

E2Pr (Zz), when Z > KtRt (5.3)

E2PrHO CZ<z), when z ' KtRt. (5,4)

The above exoressions can be interpreted as the

orobability of the outcome being worse (further away from

the '+50 tine) than the present outcome z if the forecast

is reliable. The multIplier 2 arises Irom the fact that

the error should be counted for the other side as well

(thus, this test Is two-sided). The probabilities in the

above equations are calculated by assuming that the cases

in a subsample are Independent of each other. Then, Z

will have a binomial distribution with parameters (Kt,Rt)

(conditional on the observed sarvple size Kt). AithouSh
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the assumption of independence may not hold in general, it

Is bet Leved the I ack of lndeoendence is not serious enough

to affect the results anprectably. In this regard,

forecasts of Rt generally will not have been issued

consecutively In the QPF experiment (except perhaps In the

case of the OX forecasts for which the test has not been

perfomed). A normal distribution Instead of a binomial

distribution is used when the samcle size satisfied the

crlterior min(KtRt,Xt(i-Rt))>5 to save coscuting time.

5.2 Vector Methods

In general, a single forecast in the QPF experiment

is represented by the vector (R1 ,R21R3,R4,R5,j). We now

siiiptify the six-state situation into two different

three-state situations and describe vector evaluation in

terms of these two situations. They are (R4,R,j) and

(R1,R,1). The situation (R4,l,i) corresponds to

cumulative forecast of the three states involving rainfall

amounts greater than 0.25 inches, rainfall amounts between

0.01 Inches and 0.25 inches and no rainfall or trace (all

in a 12-hour period). These states occur much sore

frepuently than other combinations of three states

involving heavier rainfall amounts. Thus, the average
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relative frequency vector QI for these states will not be

as close to the extreme values of 0 or I as the other

possible combinations of three of the 6 stateS. We shaU

call this three-state situation the k-5-6 case.

Evaluation of the (R2,R5,I) forecasts will examine the

torecasters ability in heavy rainfall situations together

with the more moderate rainfall situations. We shall call

this three-state situation the 25-6 case. The tollowirg

two subsections describe the geometrical framework for the

three-state RPS and the geometrical interpretations of

attributes of probability forecasts in this framework.

5.2.1 A Geometrical Framework for the Three-State RPS

In general, we would denote in a three-state

situation by (R1,R211), where R1 is the forecast

probability of heavy rainfall and R2 is the cunulatibe

forecast probability of heavy and moderate raLnfall. For

convenience here, we express .a simply as (R,R2), since

the last scalar component in is always ecual to 1.

Stivilarly, we denote .Q as (O,,02). We can then express

as a point in a two-dimensional cartesian coorcinate

system as In Fig. 5.2. Since R2 'uSt be greater than

and since the values of R1 and R are both between 0 and
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or trace

h e avV
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Fig. 5.2. Geometrical framework for the RPS In the
threestate situation.
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1., the domain of all possible forecast probability values

(pclnts) takes the shape of a richt, isosceles triangle.

The three possible states of occurrence (.D), (0,0) which

represents no orecloltation, (0,1) which reoresents

moderate rainfall, and (1,1) whIch recresents heavy

rainfall, are the three vertices of the triangle as shown

in FIg. 5.2.

Extreme values of the components of are associated

with the three sides of the triangle. Subsamples

corresponding to the left side of the triangle are

forecasts In which the probability of occurrence of the

first state (heavy rainfall) is zero. Subsaples

corresponding to the upPer side of the triangle are

forecasts in which the probability of occurrence of the

third state (no precipitation) is zero. Subsamples

corresponding to the longest side of the triangle are

forecasts in which the probability of occurrence of the

second state (moderate rainfall) Is zero.

The RPS for an

square of the euci

triangle (Murphy and

result can be easily

RPS (see Eq. 3.2 for

forecast = (R1,R)

individual forecast Is simply the

idean distance between E. and fl in this

S1ael von Holstein, 1975). This

proved by using the definition of the

(=1). As an exaiRple, consider the

= (0.1,0.1.), whIch corresponds to =
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(0.1,0.3,0.6). This forecast will have a better score

when the state of no orecipitation occurs, since the

distance between and (0,0) is less than the distances

between and the vertices correspondinc to the other two

observat Ions.

There are two points that warrant special attention

in this triingle. One Such point is the uniform forecast

t=(1/3,i./3,1/3), which wilt have tt'e same Brier score (

± (r-d)2) no matter what state occurs. In Fig. 5.2 the

ooint (1/3,2/3) corresponds to this .nifor! forecast. It

can be easily seen that this point is a better forecast If

the second state occurs when the PS Is used as tte

evaluation measure, since the distance Is shorter between

(1/3,2/3) and (0,1) than between (1/3,2/3) and (1,1) or

(3,0). From this example, we can see tt'at the RPS is a

more reasonable scoring rule than the Brier score when

ordered events are of interest. The only point that gives

the same RP$, no matter which state occurs, is the poirt

(1/2,1/2) In Fig. 5.2. The distance between (112,1/2) and

each vertex is 4//2. The point (1/2,1/2) corresponds to

the (noncumutative) forecast of i(1/2,0,1/2). As will be

shown In the next subsection this poInt corresponds to a

twostate forecast R0.5 for which the uncertainty is

the greatest.
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5.2.2 Geometrical Interoretatton of Attributes of

Probability Forecasts

5.2.2.1 Uncertainty Term

The uncertainty term in the three-term partition of

the RPS in Section 3.2.2.2 can be rewritten as (see

Apcendix 5.1)

(5,5)

where Thus, the uncertainty term Is the

constant 0.5 minus the square of the euci Idean distance

between poInts (0.5,0.5) and Q. It is a function of fl

only. Since Q. has the same domain as E we can plot

Isolines of the uncertainty term as a function of using

the same geometrical frameworl( as in the previous

subsection. Fig. 5.3 shows such a plot. For example, If

the average frequency (fl) has the same coordinate as point

A' in Fig. 5.3, this set of forecasts will have an

uncertainty score of 0.35, since point 'A' lies mid-way

between isolines 0.3 and 0,1.. It is obvious that

(0.5,0.5) is the point of maximum uncertairty.
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FIg. 5.3. "Uncertainty" as a function of Q.

5k

Uncertainty can also be interpreted as te RPS for

sample climatology (see E. 5L.) Sample climatology Is

th reference procedure with which we will compare the

experimental forecasts. We can see that the closer , is

to (Q.5,O.5), the "more difficult" It is to Improve o.r

forecasts. That is, in such a situation, we will have to

reduce a larger value of RPS to have perfect forecasts

(or, ecuivalently, there is more uncertainty Involved In
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predicting which state will occur). The urcertainty term

is indeed a measure of uncertainty.

5.2.2.2 Resolution, Reliability, and Skill

For a subsample forecast Rt, reliability and

resolution are the squares of the distances shown in

Fig. 5.4 (see Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2). The skill for E in

Fig. 5.4 is positive, since the resolution distance Is

larger than the reliability distance. Tte dashed line in

Fig. 5.4 Joins all the possible values that will make

the resolution and reliability equal in magnitude for this

subsample forecast .
Thus, this line can be referred to

as the no-skill fine for .
Any Qt corresponding to this

Rt that lies to the right (in this example) of the dashed

lire will make the subsample skill positive. Any .Qt that

lies to the left of the dashed line will make the

subsample skill negative. Also, the distarce between

and the dashed line (a' In Fig. 5.4) is proportional to

the skill s (proved in Appendix 4.2). Thus, the further

t
is away from this no-skill line the larger (positively

or negatively) is the skill value,
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Fig. 5.k. GeoMetrical rePreSefltb0' of resOIOtl0flreliabtiltys and Skill in the threeState situation.
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CHAPTER 6

Exoerinental Results

The expeririental results are presented in this

chapter. Section 6.1 describes the results of scaler

evaluation and Section 6.2 descrIbes the results of vector

evaluation, Scelar evaluation refers to tle evaluation ef

each component of a cui,ulative forecast separately,

whereas vector evaluation refers to the evaluation cf two

or more components of Jointly. Because a larçe amount

of data has been produced by usinc different evaluaticn

procedures for different periods (day and night) and

different stations, only selected results are reported

here in the form of tables and figures.
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6.1 Scalar Evaluation

This section Is divided jnto several subsections.

Each subsection will focus on a sped tic attribute or

issue (e.g., day/night differences, station differences).

6.1.1 Samole Rel lability

The average oblective (P405) and sub)ective (SUE)

forecast probabilities and tPe observed relatIe

frepuencies for cumulative or noncwnulative preciitaticn

amcunt events in the first year of the quantitative

precipitation forecasting experiment are presented in

Table 6.1, together with the 2Oyear (longterm)

climatelogicad probabilities.

The four events renresenting precipitation amounts

greater than 0.25 Inches occurred only L77 of the time

overall, whereas the event representinc none or trace

alone occurred almost 85X of the time. Tte overall

correspondence between the P105 averace probabilities ard

the observed relative frequencies j5 quite good. The SUB

forecasts, however, Show a tendency for averace
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CUMULATIVE EVENTS NONCUPIULATIVE EVEJ4T5
EVENT MOS SUB 0 CLI EVN1 MOS SUB CLI
12.00 .002. .008 .006 .003 12.00 .001 .008 .006 .003
lL!.00 .008 .019 .014 .011 j.j.q9 .007 .011 .008 .608
10.50 .028 .01+2 .026 .026 .020 .023 .012 .015
10.25 .051 .084 .01+7 0.25-0.1+9 .023 OLi2 021 .t19
10.01 .181+ .180 ,1 0.01-0.24 .133 .096 .106 .095

NO PRECIP.81? .821 .846 .860
ITATION

Table 6.1.. Cltmatological probabilities and average
forecast probabilities for MOS and SUB. U denotes the

observed relative frequencIes (sample climatological
probabiUtles) and CLI denotes the long-term
climatological probabilities.

probabilities to exceed the relative frequercies for

events associated with larger precipitation amounts. It

is also of interest to note that the 20-year

ciliwatological probabilities are very close to the sample

relative frequences. Thus, the period of the experiment

is similar to the 20-year historical period (with respect

to these precipitatIon events).

6.1.2 Subsample Reliability

Figs. 6.1-6.5 contain the reliability diagrams for

each cumulative event for all four stations and both

periods combined. The three straight lines that meet at

the point R (overall sample relative frequency) are the

15° oerfect reliability line, the no-skill line, and the
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Fig. 6.1. ReilabilIty diagraa for forecasts of
preciDitatlon G.3i. inches for two time ocriods
(day/night) combined. The solid curve La for the SUB
forecasts and the dashed curve is for the POS forecasts.
The three straight lines are the oerfect reliability line,
the no.lskill line, and the no-corr,tatior line as In
Fig. 5.1.. R, K,, E RE.,, RS, 5,, and SF, denote the
forecast Drobability, samole size, observed level of
sLgniflcarice, rd lability, reoluticn, skifl, and sHill
contributIon of a ubsamle, res,ctively.
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Fig. 6.2. ReliabIlity diagram for forecasts of
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horizontal no-correlation line discussed in the prevLos

chapter. The solid curve is the reliability (or ?) curve

for the SUB forecasts and the dashed line is the

reliability curve for the IIOS forecasts. It can be seen

that, for the event with a threshold value of 0.01 Inches

(see Fig. 6.1), both the tlOS and SUB curves are quite

close to the 450 line. fiowever, for forecasts of larger

rainfall events, the SUB curves "follow" the no-skill

lines or fall between the no-skill line and the

no-correlation line (e.g., see Fig. 6.5). This result

indicates overforecasting for the heavier rainfall events

by the SUB forecasts. On the other hand, the tICS curves

remain quite reliable for all threshold values.

In judging the reliability of the forecasts in more

detail, it is imoortant to consider the sample sizes

associated with the points (since sampling variability

increases as samole size decreases). The subsample sizes

(Kt) and the observed level of significance (E) Lr percent

are shown in the tables below the reliability diagrams.

Thi latter is included only when its value for a subsample

is less than 5Z. As stated in Chapter 4, those points

associated with subsample forecasts with small E values

can be considered to reoresent unreliable forecasts. For

forecasts 0f precipitation amounts greater than 0.01

inches (R, see Fig. 6.1), very few probabilities are
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Identified as unreliable, although the sample sizes are

auite large for most of the subsamples. For forecasts of

amounts greater than 0.25 Inches CR4, see FIg. 6.2), ot

of the SUB forecasts are not reliable since 6 subsemples

have observed levels of significance less than 5. Fcr

heavier rainfall forecasts (see Figs. 6.3, ., and 6.5),

many subsamples In the SU9 forecasts depart markedly from

the '.5° perfect reliability line, but the sample sizes

associated with these subsamples are too small to conclude

that the forecasts are unreliable.

It Is Interesting to note that the MOS forecasts are

more conservative in the sense that the ranges of

probability values used In the MOS forecasts are narrower

than those used In the SUB forecasts for heavier rainfall

events. However, the SUB forecasts were not very

successful in Increasing the variability of tt'e forecast

probabilities (I.e., In Increasing the skill: see

discussion related to Eq. tj5), while malntaintrg

reliable forecasts.
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6.1.3 Subsaiple Skill

The reliability (REt), resoluticn (RSt), skill (s.),

and skill contribution °t1 for each subsample are also

shcwn below the reliability diagrams. REt and RSt are

expressed In the units of jO toercentaces sQtAared) and

and So are exoressed in percentaçes. From the table

in Fig. 6.1, It can be seen that the resolution for both

MOS and SU8 increases from the point R5 samole

climatological forecasts) in both dlrecticns, whereas the

reliability remains auite small and exhibits only so'e

"random" variability. Thus, the skill shows the same

trend as does the resolution. For reliable forecasts, the

forecasts in the extreme subsamptes (subsamples with

forecast probability of zero or one) are more kI11ful

since the magnitude of St is higher. The percentaçe

contribution to the overall skill from each subsamDte

exhibits a aulte uniform distribution across

probability values, although the subsample sizes are

considerably smaller for forecasts with Rt5OX than for

forecasts with Rt<50Z. For the SUE forecasts, 61Z of the

overall skill Is contributed by the subsamples wIth Rt

greater than or equal to 6O'., whereas only k2Z of the

overall skill Is contributed by those subsamples for the

1105 forecasts.
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The relationships among '(i, and for the tICS

forecasts are shown In FLq. 6.6. We can see that is

close to zero and sp attains a minimum value for the 20%

forecasts, a point that is close to the point for which

R0. (Recall that skill is measured relative to the

satvole climatological probabilities.) Also, It is clear

that a larger subsample size does not guarantee a greater

contribution to the overall skill. From the table in

FIg. 6.2, it can be seen that there are 100 SUB forecasts

of 30% orobabltity that make a large negative (-155%)

contribution to the overall skill. Similarly, the table

in Fig. 6.L+ for the SUB forecasts Indicates that the

subsamole forecasts of greater than 60% (wIth only 5

cases) contribute -95% to the overall skill. These

examples provide evidence that aithouch the forecasts

as!oclated jth TMextre,,e" probabilities may be skillful,

they are skillful on'y when they are reliable. The

peralty for lack of reliability can be very high.

Fig. 6.5 shows a similar result for the SUE forecasts for

another threshold value.
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Fig. 6.6. Olstrtbution of Kt' s, and so for the 110$

forecasts for the forecasts with a tP'resp,old of 0.01
inches. The dashed line is the curve for skill
contribution (SDt), the solid line with a Deak on the
right is the curve for the skill (s), and the other solid
line is the curve tor the subsamole size (Kt).
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6.1.4 Overall Skill and Oay/Nigtt DIfferences

Table 6.2 shows some summary results of overall

skill. The columns denoted by 'ALL are the overall skill

for the two oerlods (day/night) combired. For the

cumulative event forecasts, we can see tlat skill

decreases as the threshold value of The Drecipitation

amount Increases for both the 1105 and SUB forecasts. 1Pe

SUB forecasts were more skillful than the P105 forecasts

only for the threshold of 0.01 inches. For events

involving rainfall amounts greater than 1.00 inches, the

SUE forecasts have negative overall skill.

CUMULATIVE EVENTS NONCUMULATIVE EVENTS
EVENT ALL NI. DAY EVENT ALL NI. DAY

?2.00 PIGS 1 3 02.00 MOS 1 3 0

SUB -16 -20 -14 SUB -16 -20 -14

i.00 1105 7 7 7 1.00-1.99 MOS 3 0 4
SUB -7 -34 3 SUB - -27 6

8.50 MOS 9 10 8 0.50-0.99 t40S -i -2 -
SUB 1 -28 jL SUB -8 -13 -5

0.25 1105 16 12 17 0.25-0.49 1105 2 1, 5
SUB 2 -28 17 SUB -10 -17 -6

?0.01 PIGS 26 26 26 0.01-0.24 lIDS 9 11 7
SUB 32 28 31. SUB 12 9 14

NO PRECIP- MOS 26 26 26
ITATION SUB 32 28 31

Table 6.2. The overall skill (in percent) for the MOS and

sue forecasts for different time aeriods.
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Examination of tte skill for the night and day

periods indicates that the SUB forecasts were not very

skillful for the nighttime period, whereas the MCS

forecasts indicate little difference in skill between the

daytime and the nighttime aerlods. As an Lilustrat Ion,

FIg. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 contain the reliability diagravs for

forecasts of rainfall amounts greater than 0.25 inches for

day and night, respectively. The difference between the

two periods for the SUB forecasts is quite dramatic. The

solid curve for daytiire forecasts is not very far away

train the line, whereas the solid curve for nighttime

forecasts falls alrost completely in the negative skill

region. For the MCS forecasts, the cay and night curves

show similar behavior. It should be noted that heavier

rainal I occurs more frequently in the day than at right.

For this threshold (forecasts of greater than 0.25

inches), the averace relative frequency (0) is 3..Z for

the nighttime and for the daytime. It appears that

the less frequent the event is the more severe is the

degree of overforecasting (by the SUB forecasts). That

is, the skill for the sue forecasts is relatively 000r for

both the heavy rainfall amount forecasts and the nighttime

forecasts. The skill of the noncuirulative event forecasts

shown in Table 6.2 is similar to that Cf the cumulatje

event forecasts.
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6.1.5 Three-Term Partition of the RPS

Table 6.3 shows the RPS, the terms in the partition

of the RPS, and the skill scores for the 140$ and SUB

forecasts and also for the climatoloqical forecasts (CLI)

based on 20 years of historical data.

EVENT RPS UNC RE RS

3.2.00 1405 .006 .006 .0000 .0001
SUB .0t7 .006 .0012 .0003
CLI .006 .006 .0002 .0002

1.00 !IOS .013 .014 .0002 .0012
SUB .015 .011+ .0024 .0011+

CLI .014 .014 .0005 .0006

0.50 MOS .023 .026 .0005 .0028
SUB .026 .026 .0036 .0037
CLI .026 .C6 .3010 .0013

0.25 MOS .038 .045 .0007 .0079
SUB .01+4 .01+5 .0068 .0078
CL.I .01+5 .045 .0018 .0020

0.01 1405 .036 .130 .0032 .0375
SUB .089 .130 .0020 .0431
CLI .132 .130 .0103 .0083

.01 .01
-.16 -.16
.00

.07 .06
-.01 -.08
.01

.o .08

.01 -.01.

.01

.16 .15

.02 .02

.01

.26 .28

.32 .33
-.02

Table 6.3. The RPS, the teri,es in the partition of the RPS,
and the skilt scores for PIOS, SUB, and CLI in the
two-state (scalar) situation.

The uncertainty terw Is the largest tern for alt

forecasts (I.e., all thresholds), it depenos only on the

relative frequency of the forecast event and Is the same
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for the MOS, SUB, and CLI forecasts. The resolution term

for the SUB forecasts is larger (i.e., better) than the

resolution terms for the PIOS and CLI forecasts tar all

thresholds (except far the threshold of 3.25 inches).

However, an examination of the magnituces of the

reliability terms reveals the opposite result. The

reliability of the SUB forecasts is the poorest of the

three types of forecasts except for the threshold of 0.01

inches, ThIS result is obviously due to the

overforecasting exhibited by the SUB forecasts for higher

thresholds. We can see that it the forecasters could

deflate their forecasts for heavy rainfall amounts (i.e.,

more closely approximate the line in the reliability

diagram) , the SUB forecasts would be better than the MCS

forecasts for every category since the sic Ill soula then

depend only on the resolution term.

The reliability and resolution terms for the CLI

forecasts tend to cancel each other for all thresholds.

This fact makes the skill of the CLI forecasts with

respect to the sawple climatology very close to zero.

Also, It Is clear that there Is little difference between

using the sample climatology and using the longterm

20year climatology as a standard of reference to

calculate the skill scares in this experiment.
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6.1.6 Forecasts fcr Four Stations

Table 6.L+ shows the overall skill of the forecasts

for the tour stations. The skill of the SUE forecasts

shows greater variability than the skill of The MCS

forecasts. Skill seems to have a relatively close

correspondence with the frepuency of the forecast event

(as in the case of day versus night). The driest station

among the tour stations Is BRO and the wettest station is

IAH. We can see from Table 6.L. that the skill for BO

forecasts is lower for both the MOS and SUE forecasts ard

for all thresholds than the skill for the IAH forecasts

(except for the threshold of 2.00 inches).

6.2 Vector Evaluation

6.2.1 Three-Term Partition of the PPS and the Cverajl

Ski II

Table 6.5 shows the summary rest.lts from the vector

evaluation. The three-term partition of the PPS and tt,e

overall skill Is shown for different time periods and for

both the 4-5-6 and 2-5-6 cases (see Section 5.2 for the
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EVENT AUS BRO IAP4 SAT

?2.00 MOS -2 -i 3 5

SUB -ii -3 -22 -22

'1.øO PIOS 3 7 17
SUB -22 -8 0 -6

O.50 MOS 7 3 11
SUB -9 -13 6 9

C.25 MOS 17 10 15 20
SUB 3 -6 6 2

0.01 MOS 29 15 25 3'.

SUB 33 22 32 37

Table 6.'.. Overall skill (in percent) for four stations.

definition of these cases). Several conclusions can be

drawn from this tablet (1) The subjective forecasts have

better resolution but poorer reliability than the PICS

forecasts. (2) The magnitudes of s and s are quite

sLither. (3) The skill of the subjective forecasts Is

better for the daytime than the nighttime forecasts,

whereas the skill of the P105 forecasts Is slither for the

two time periods. ('i.) The uncerfalnt, term makes the

largest contribution to the magnitude of tP'e RPS. These

corciuslons are siiiilar to those deduced from the scaler

evaluation.
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RPS UNC E RS S
4-5-6 ALL P105 .13'. .175 .010 .052 .2'. .2'.
CAE SUB .133 .175 .016 .058 .21+ .25

CLI .177 .175 .012 .010 -.01

NI. P105 .116 .151 .015 .051 .23 .25
SUB .127 .151. .028 .052 .16 .18
CLI .15'. .151 .013 .009 -.02

DAY MOS .148 .191. .J14 .060 .24 .2'.
SUB .138 .19'. .020 .077 .2C .30
CLI .1.96 .1.9'. .012 .01.0 -.01

2-5-6 ALL MOS .109 .11.'. .006 .342 .25 .26
CASE SUB .101. .1'.'. .009 .049 .28 .30

CLI .148 .144 313 .009 -.03

NI. P105 .396 .128 .011. .31.2 .25 .26
SUB .098 .128 .013 .01+3 .23 .25
CLI .130 .128 .011 .008 -.02

DAY P105 .120 .158 .008 .0'.6 .21. .27
SUB .109 .158 .013 .061 .31 .33
CLI .163 .1,8 .01'. .009 -.03

Tabe 6.5. The RPS, the teri,,s in the Dartitlon of the RPS,and the skLtI Scores for the P405, SUB, and CLI forecastsIn the simolif ted threestate situations.
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6.2.2 Distribution o the SubsaTcle Size and the

Subsample Skill Contribution

6.2.2.1 PIOS Forecasts

Fig. 6.9 shows the distribution of the subsamole si2e

(K) and skill contrIut1on (504) for the MOS forecasts

for all four stations and two periods combined in the

£.56 case. The numbers in the figure are subsample skill

contributions to the overall skill (in oercent). They are

placed in this . space according to the corresponding

forecast probabilities of the subsanpie. A blank

denotes the skill contribution Is near zero (between 0.5i

and 0.57.) for that subsamole. The dashed curves are the

contour lines of eua1 subsample size. They are not drawn

at constant (or fixed) intervals, since most of the

forecasts are concentrated near the point of average

relative freauency which is denoted by an asterisk ("q")

in Fig. 6.9. Examination of the distribution of subsample

sizes (isolines) reveals that the P405 forecasts tend to

avoid using extreme probability values. Recall that the

extreme values of are associated with the three sides

of the triangle (see Section 5.2.1).
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The skill contribution is evenly distributed

and it is quite remarkable that none of the subsamoles has

a significant negative contribution to the overall skill.

Again, we can see that cositive skill is associated mostly

with forecasts in subsamples that are further away from

the sample relative frequency point (Q). In fact, tie

contributions from subsaioIes near are close to zero.

Fig. 6.IC shows the distribution of and sp for the MCS

forecasts for the 2-5-6 case, and the results are similar

In this case.

6.2.2.2 SUB Forecasts

The distribution of subsample size Kt for the SUB

forecasts (not shown) appears to be less systematic than

that for the MOS forecasts. More forecasts In the k-56

case are scattered near the longest side of the triangle

In space for the SUB forecasts than for the MCS

forecasts. The skill contribution is also not

evenly distributed. This vector oresentatlon of the

results helps to locate systematic errors made by the SUB

forecasts. An examcle is shown in Fig. 6.11.
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This figure presents the ski I? contribution for the

nighttime SU8 forecasts. The area enclosed by the

straight lines is associated with bIodal forecasts. That

is, a forecast in this area assigns a probability to the

second state that Is smaller than the probabilities of

both the first and the third state. An example of an

of this kind Is shown In Fig. 6.12. We can conclude that

this forecast is not reasonable unless the forecaster

really thinks that either no rain (the third state) will

occur or that heavy rain (the first state) will occur.

Examination of Fig. 6.11 reveals that such bimodal

forecasts generally make negative contributions to the

overall skill score. The problem may have been caused in

part by a lack of understanding by the forecasters of the

nature of the forecast orobability distribution. Because

the forecast is issued in a cumulative form, it might not

appear to the forecaster that a (0.3,0.3) forecast, as in

the example, leads to the distrtbuticn pictured in

FIg. 6.12. It might also be that the fcrecasters were

"trying too hard" to assign high ;robabllities to heavy

precipitation.
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Fig. 6.12. The probability function for a bimodal forecast
R(O.3,Q.3) (=(Q,3,Q,3.7)).

6.2.3 Subsamle Reliability

Fig. 6.13 shows R (recall that
Is the subsample reliability) for the Sue forecasts for

all four stations and twe periods combined In the k'5-6

case. Fig. 6.14 shows the R2t for the same case.

Subsamples whose sample size is less than 5 have not been

Included in the figures. By Ignoring these points, we can

draw contour lines for these auantlties ithcut Paving to

face the difficulties caused by small subsample sizes.

The quantities Rt .O and R%tOlt can be thought of as
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indicators of the degree of overforecasting. The hatched

area represents the regicn with negative R;.e 0;t values

(1=1,2) (i.e., underfarecasting).

It was found in the scalar evaltatlon that the SUB

forecasts for the first state (oreciitaticn amcunt

greater than 0.25 inches) were not reliable end often

assigned too high probabilities to this eent. Fig. 6.13

shois that this deviation from perfectly reliable

forecasts Is most severe In or near the area of bimodal

forecasts. Somewhat surprisingly, there are several

subsamoles that underforecast for the fjrt stete.

Fig. 6.1'. shows the degree of overforecesttrg

/undertorecasting for forecasts of precIUatIon amounts

greater than 0.01 Inches. Although the scalar evaluaticn

indicates that they are quite reUable (close to the 15°

line), a vector evaluation indicates that R2t 0t is still

ouite large and reveals some systematic patterns. The

area of underforecasting (hatched eree) seems to be as

large as the area of overforecastinc. As for the MC'S

forecasts, the pattern of reliability (not shown) is more

random and the magnitude of the reliability error" Is

smaller,
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

The prooertles of the RPS have been lrvesticateC af'd

several methods of evaluating probabilistic fcrecasts for

ordinal events have been developed in this study.

Moreover, the methods have been appUed cn the results cf

a OPF experiment undertaken by the forecasters at the San

Antonio WSFO.

tt has been shown that the distributicn of accuracy

(-.Q) can be approximated very well by using a beta model

for samples of forecasts that are close to being perfectly

reliable. This beta model requires only the RPS and tPe

saiple relative frecuency () as Its Input informatior.

The RPS Is also very useful since the partition of the RPS

provides measures of rel lability, resoluti cn, and skill.



A skill score for subsamole forecasts has been

devised. This score has the property of being linearly

proportional to the difference between subsample

resolution and reliability. As a result, it makes the

calculation of "the percentage contributicn of Subsamole

skill to overall skill" possible. This ethod is usefi4l

in finding systematic errors made by forecasters if such

errors exist.

in scaler evaluation, the inclusion of the no-skill

tire and the no-correlation line on the reliablity diagram

is helpful in reoresenting the skill, reliability, and

resolution geometrically in two-state situations.

Geometrical interpretations of attributes of forecasts can

also be accomotished in three-state s1tatjons by using

vector evaluation orocedures. It ha! been found that the

uncertainty Inherent in threestEte situations is a

maximum for sample relative freauercjes epual to (0.5, 0,

0.5) (expressed noncumutatively).

The experimental results show that the skill of the

Sue forecasts Is generally less than the skill of the MCS

forecasts except for forecasts of measurable precipitaticn

(i.e., for PoP forecasts). This result is due primarily

to the forecaster's tendency to overforecast for

categories associated with larger precipitatlor amounts.
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This tendency is most pronounced for the nlghttiive

forecasts or the forecasts for drier statlors. The MCS

forecasts, however, are quite reliable for both periods

(day/night). The vector evaluaticn approach has shown

that the degree of overtorecasting is c*jite high for

bimodal forecasts and that the skill contributior from the

bimodal forecasts is negative in many cases.

It should be kept in mind that the forecasters at San

Antonio WSFO had no prior experience in making

probabilistic QPFs and that they did not receive any

formal feedback concerning their performance curing the

first year of the experiment. Feedback (e.g., feedback

regarding the tendency to overforecast for larger

precipitation amounts) was provided in Jaruary 1.982 and

the experiment ended in June 1982. Thus, a comparison of

the experimental results for the j81 and 19f2 wct seasons

(February - June) pull be of considerable interest. With

regard to other future analyses, the methodology develooed

in this study can be extended to the evaluation cY

non-cumulative forecasts using the Brier score, which is a

suitable measure for situations involving non-ordinal

variable forecasts. Also, it would be interesting to

compare the results of these two methods of evaluating the

QPF forecasts.
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4.1. The proof that ;eCov(R,O)VarR) for perfectly

reliable forecasts."

E(RDIRRt) = RjPr[DIIRRtI.
For perfectly relIable forecasts, Pr[OlRRt1j' = Rts

Thus,

E(ROIRRt) = R, (Al)

Cov(R,D) E(RD)'EIR)E(D),

= E(E(RDR))-E(R)E(D).

Using Ec. Al and the ecuatlon E(R)E(C) fcr unbiased

forecasts, we have

Cov(R,O) = E(RZ)_(E(R))Z

= Var(R).

4.2. The proof that "Var(D)E(D)(i-E(C))."

E (C) (1-E (0)).

4.3. The proof that "E(R'-Ol0t)(Var(D)Cov(R,D))/E(C)"
for unbiased forecasts (E(R)E(0)).

E(RD)E(E (ROlO)),

E(D)E(RCIO1)+(i-E(C))E(RCIO=Q),

E(0)E(R101)+(l-E(0))40,

E(0) (E(R-1l01)+i).
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Cov(R,0)E(R0)-E(R)E(0),

E (DIE (-D 10=1) +E (0)-E IR)E (C)

Substituting E(R)E(C) Into the abcve equation!

E(R'0tD=i)(E(D)(iE(D))-Cov(R,C))/E(0),
-(Var(0)Cov(R,0))/E(C). (A?)

4.4. The oroof that "E(R0100)
(Var(0)-Cov(R,D))/(t-E(C)) for unbiased forecasts

(E (R)E(0))."
Cov(R,0)E((R-'E(R))(0'E(0))),

=E ( (R-E (DI') (0-E(D))),

=E(E((Ri.E(D))(DE(C)) IC)),

E(C)E((R-E(0))(D-E(0))1C1)

=E(D) (1-E(D)) (E(RE(D) 1D1)-E (RE (0)100)),

=E(C)(j-E(0))(E(R1C=1)-E(R100)),

E (C) (iE(0)) (E(R11D=1)E(R1CC) +1).

Substituting Eq .A2 for E(Ri2O1), we have!

E(R)DO)(Var(D)Cov(R,D))/(1-E(D)).

4.5. The proof that 's4(i-s)E(D)(1-E(C)) =
(iuE(D))Var(R10=O) + E(C)Var(R-1!01) for unbiased

forecasts (E(R)=E(D)).

From Eq. '#.1O,

(j.i*) Var(D)VarfR,D),

E(E((R-D-E(R.'0))2 10)).



Since E(R-0)E(R)E(C)O,
(j&')Var(0)E(E((RO)f0),

(1-E(0))E((R-0)2100) +
E(0)E((R_O)L 01),

(1-E(0))EtR210O) +
E(0)E((R1) 10=1) (A3)

E(R210O)Var(R10O)+(E(R0O))2.

Substituting E(RtDO)(1s*)E(0) (EQ. k.19) into the above

equation, we haveS

E(R210O)Var(R0O)+(t-'s) (E(t))a.

For the same reason,
E((R1)Zl01)Var(R,.11101)+(i_s*)Z(i_E(C))Z.

Substituting the above two equations Into Eo. A3,

(is*)Var(0)=(1(0))(Var(RO=O)4(1.siZ(E(0))2)+
E(0)(Var(R"1101)+(i-s)2 (1E(0))),

and rearranging the above equations

(j
4)

= (i-E(C))Var(R10=O)+E(C)Var(R'ltO=l).

Since Var(0)E(D)(iE(D)) (see Appendix 4.2), the above

equation reduces to the following forms
s*(1sE(D)(iE(0))..(1E(0))Var(R10O)+E(D)Var(R.,11C..i)

4,6, The oroof of the statement that for perfectly

reliable forecasts, the beta(a,b) distribution has a mean

of E(D) and a variance of s*Var(D), where aE(C)(j-s4)/s,

b=(i"E(0)) (1us)/s.'s



The mean of a beta(a,b) distrlburion 1st

.9' 1-
a E(D)(i'-s )/s -
&E(D) (js*)/.4(jE(D) I (1,_s*)/s*

which is the mean of R, !(R). The variarce of a beta(a,b)

distrIbution 1st

ab______________________
(a+b+i)(a+b)z

=s4'VartD),

which Is the variance of R from Eq. 4.i.

L47 The proof that "RIOI Is a beta(a4t,b) distributien

giver that R is a beta(a,b) distribution for perfectly

reliable forecasts."

The density function of the conditional distribution

RIDI can be determined by using Bayes' rjle:

fOIR'Rt(i) f.(Rt ) (Ak)

RtDI

Since the lensity functions of C and CIFSRt are both

discrete, we have

f(1) = PrO1 = EfO)

fDIR,Rt(t) = Fr{O=j!RR*}

Under the assumption of t,erfect reliability (Ec. k.1.2), we

have the following relationship:

Pr[OIIRRt} = Rt.

Eq. Ak can now be writter as
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1R1P21 (R*) = E(0)

Assuming R to be a beta(a,b distribution, we obtain

4

(R R (t-R)
E(C)E(a,b) , (A5)

which is proportional to R(1'Re)' . This result in
Ea. A5 is sufficient to indicate that the conditional

distribution of R10i is a beta(a+1,t) distribution.

.8 The oroof that "R100 Is a beta(a,b+1) distributicn

given that R is a betafa,b) distrlbuticn for perfectly

reliable forecasts."

From Bayes' rule,

(R )RIPO

(j..PrtOjlRR.el)IR(Rt)
1Pr4Oi}

- 1.
(l-R.)

1. :1.

(1E(0))8(a,b)

Thus, the conditional distribution of R100 is a

beta(a,b+j) distribution.
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L..9 Beta distribution of R and R-O for various values ofthe skill score s. denotes the mean of each brancPof the beta distribution. * denotes the point of E(Q)
or EtO)-'l.

(a) s'C.i, E(D)0.3.

R

R101 R1DO
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(b) s0Q.2 E(o)=0.3.

RtD0R10i.
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(C) s0.3, E(3)0.3.

R100



1.02

(d) sC.k, E(D)0.3.

R01



(e) s'=O.5, EtO)=O.3.

R1D=1 RtO0



U) s*0.ô, E(D)0.3.

134

R

RTOI R1OO



4

(g) s40.7, E(0)0.3.

R:cj=j R100



U=(0)3 '9'O=s (q) 

90 ' 
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(1) E(0)J.3.

R101. RIU=O



5.1. The proof that "(j-)' = O.5(t.L -)(t -i)'."

0.5-t...-fl) (LLfl)' =

0 .5-

fl!' -fl.Q,

1(tL-1L)'.

5.2 The proof that "the distance between t

no-s kill line is r000rtIonal to the skill St."

The skit 1 is pr000rtjcnal tot

RSt-REt(R5td2)+(d-R.Et),
(b+a)2 -(c-a)2.

F

108

and the

using the identity
Rt

R$t -REt (b+a+c-a) (b+a-c+a),

(b+c) (b-c+2a),

2(b+c)a. (since bc)

Thus, RS-REt is porcrtjonal to na", which is the

distance between the ocint nt and the no-skill line In tPe
figure. Since skill s Is proportional to R$-PE It is

also proportional to "a".




